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MODIFICATION as CONTROL
Attitude and behaviour modification as a form of control is at the heart of the
prison system. The techniques employed for attitude and behaviour modification are as varied as the ideologies of the regimes which employ them. A forthcoming issue of the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons will examine these
various control techniques. We encourage prisoners and former prisoners to
submit articles on this topic.
We would like to include essays, research papers, and interviews from as many
countries as possible. We are especially eager to receive submissions from
countries with very high per capita prison populations: Canada, Israel,
Malaysia, New Guinea, South Africa, Thailand, and the United States.
Prisoners and former prisoners should send to us a brief (250 - 500 word)
description of their planned submissions. This will give the editors an
opportunity to correspond with contributors before the submission deadline
and to insure that the various articles will fit nicely with each other.
Submissions may be up to 15,000 words in length. Papers may be typed,
handwritten, or on computer disc. Submissions in languages other than
English or French will be translated into English.
Special editors for this issue on attitude and behaviour modification as control
are Little Rock Reed and Robert Gaucher.

Deadline for submissions is June 30, 1992.
For further information, write to:
the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons
Box 60779 Edmonton, Alberta (Canada) T6G 289.
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